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A beautiful New York evening saw arrival of lives that connected to a larger vision and a larger
purpose. They came to explore and participate in an event that brought people who wished to
connect and contribute to a global shift. Inspired by little that they knew about Aashwasan, they
came to connect, to understand more through an experience. The evening started with a

presentation by R. Ravi - A Quantum Physicist, Serial Entrepreneur, Educationalist and an
Aashwasan Practitioner. He shared about Aashwasan being a bridge between reality, experience
and science. As the audience went through the presentation they expressed a lot of questions.
With the arrival of Rashmi Aiyappa, the inventor of Aashwasan Science™ came the experience of
a possibility in every life. The conversation that ensued led people to look within and trust their
own experience. An interactive audience sought answers to deep questions of life and Rashmi
Aiyappa brought answers in a manner that connected to her life experiences and to the experience

of others.
As the break was given for the Zero Frequency Session, an ambience was created for participants
to be with themselves and experience. Zero Frequency Session according to Rashmi Aiyappa dips
a person for a moment into the unconscious. This happens when the soul is separated from the
body for a split second and the physical system realigns closer to its natural format. Most people
take a day or two to process the impact.

While the experience of the Zero Frequency was unique for everyone, all participants could feel a
shift. Some calmed down, some felt an emotional release, some experienced silence that they

yearned for…For each the session was unique and transcendent.
While general questions were asked, many were reticent to share something more personal.
However, once the session wound up most stayed back to connect one on one with Rashmi
Aiyappa. Faces changed in expression and mood transformed. Memories such as these are precious
to capture for life and for this many wanted pictures to preserve. An impromptu photo session with
parting hugs and promises to stay connected to explore a journey ahead.
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